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Opaque detectors are a recently proposed novel detector concept where an opaque scintillator
aligned with wavelength-shifting fibers is used to enable the discrimination of electron neutrinos and
antineutrinos with a rather low energy threshold. In this work, we investigate the potential effects
of the enhanced detection capabilities of the opaque detectors in accelerator neutrino experiments.
Focusing on the energy threshold, energy resolution, detection efficiency and background suppression
in the analysis of electron-like events, we determine whether using opaque detectors could lead
to improvements in the CP violation and light sterile neutrino searches in the future accelerator
neutrino experiments. We also identify the minimum requirements for the opaque detectors to
reach the designated physics goals in the simulated experiments. We find that a 75.6% fraction
of δCP values could be reached for CP violation discovery by 3σ confidence level or better when
opaque detectors of 120 kton and 130 kton fiducial masses are used together with neutrino beams
from J-PARC and MOMENT, respectively, whereas near detectors placed about 250 m from sources
are sufficient to exclude the gallium anomaly at 2σ confidence level.
I. INTRODUCTION
The success of neutrino physics is largely owed to the
rapid development of neutrino detection techniques in
the recent decades. One of the most established detector
technologies to date is the liquid scintillator technique,
where neutrino interactions are reconstructed by observ-
ing the scintillation light coming from the secondary par-
ticles scattering in the detector. Liquid scintillators have
facilitated very successful measurements on the neutrino
oscillation parameters in reactor neutrino experiments
like Daya Bay [1], Double Chooz [2] and RENO [3],
solar and geoneutrino detectors Borexino [4] and Kam-
LAND [5], and most recently in the accelerator neutrino
experiment NOνA [6]. Over the next decade liquid scin-
tillators will be exploited on the large-scale in experi-
ments like Jingping [7], JUNO [8] and SNO+ [9]. Other
notable detector techniques for accelerator neutrinos are
Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPC) and
Water Cherenkov detectors (WC), which have been used
in, e.g., ICARUS [10] and Super-Kamiokande [11].
Most recently, a novel detector concept based on the
LiquidO technique has been proposed [12]. In this
work, we refer to this technology as the opaque detector.
Founded on the same detection principle that was used in
the famous experiment by Cowan and Reines, opaque de-
tectors are liquid scintillators with short scattering length
and intermediate absorption length. In contrast to the
conventional model of liquid scintillators, the working
principle of the opaque detectors is based on the obser-
vation of stochastic light confinement, where the optical
photons emitted upon the scintillation revolve around the
energy deposition, creating an image of a light ball. The
light is collected with an array of wavelength-shifting op-
tical fibers, which run through the detector vessel. The
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diverging topologies of the light balls in different event
categories allow a clear distinction of electron, positron
and gamma events at relatively low energies. The Liq-
uidO technique retains the many advantages of an or-
ganic scintillator, while it also introduces the imaging
capabilities similar to time projection chambers. Most
importantly, the relaxation of the transparency require-
ments grants opaque detectors an ability to load metal-
dopants to unprecedented concentrations, as a scalable
technology.
Opaque detectors offer a wide array of opportunities
in neutrino physics thanks to their relaxed constraints
on transparency. Applications for detectors using the
LiquidO technique, for example, have been discussed
previously in context of neutrinoless double beta decay
measurements [12], CP violation tests in pion decay-
at-rest experiments [13] and testing unitarity of the
Pontecorvo-Maki-Nagakawa-Sakata matrix in reactor ex-
periments [14]. On the R&D side, the first proof-of-
principle experiment on the LiquidO concept has been
conducted, and the phenomenon of stochastic light scat-
tering was successfully observed [15, 16].
In the present work, we consider the possibility of using
opaque detectors in accelerator neutrino experiments, in-
cluding pion and muon decay-in-flight beam options. We
first present the expected sensitivities in the standard
three-neutrino oscillation framework, reviewing the ap-
plications of the opaque detector technique in CP viola-
tion searches at future accelerator neutrino experiments.
More specifically, we discuss what properties would be
needed in the detector response and size of the opaque
detector to reach desirable sensitivities in neutrino os-
cillation physics. In this regard, we identify the de-
sired properties for an opaque detector to reach simi-
lar sensitivities to what could be achieved in the next-
generation Tokai-to-HyperKamiokande (T2HK) experi-
ment [17]. The second topic we choose to discuss is
the light sterile neutrino search in the ∆m241 ' 1 eV2
regime, which is well motivated by the renowned gal-
lium [18–20] and reactor anomalies [21], and the recently
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2reaffirmed LSND–MiniBooNE anomaly [22–24] (see also
Refs. [25–27] for the related discussion). Previously stud-
ies on the light sterile neutrino search in the future pion
and muon-decay-based neutrino sources have been done
for e.g. ESSnuSB [28–30] and nuSTORM [31–33], re-
spectively. We compare the sensitivities of T2HK and
MOMENT–like beam experiments and opaque detectors
with the expected sensitivities of the nuSTORM experi-
ment, which we also provide in this work. We study the
sensitivities to the sterile neutrino parameters relevant
to the aforementioned neutrino anomalies. Finally, we
investigate how using opaque detectors can reduce the
impact of the 3 + 1 mixing on the CP violation sensitiv-
ity, which is known to decrease upon the introduction of
the new physics [29, 34–45].
The simulation studies are based on the General Long-
baseline Experiment Simulator (GLoBES) [46, 47]. We
simulate the performance of a neutrino beam created
through pion and muon decay processes while using a
large, O(100 kton) opaque detector as a target. As an
example of pion and muon decay based neutrino beams,
we take the future J-PARC [17, 48] and MOMENT [49]
facilities assuming 1.3 MW and 15 MW proton beam
powers as demonstration, respectively. In this work, we
study the effect of the enhanced particle identification in
the opaque detector through the energy threshold, en-
ergy resolution, detection efficiency and background sup-
pression in electronlike events. As the capabilities of the
LiquidO technique are still under active investigation, we
treat these parameters as unknowns and simulate the de-
tector performance assuming various possible scenarios.
In our simulation, the opaque detector is modeled after
the conventional liquid scintillator with enhanced par-
ticle identification capabilities and low-energy threshold
for electron-like events. The modifications are based on
the characteristics that have been reported for the Liq-
uidO technique in Ref. [15].
This article is organized as follows: In Section II, we
briefly describe the key characteristics of an opaque de-
tector and compare its properties with the other notable
neutrino detector techniques. We give a brief overview
of the neutrino oscillation probabilities in Section III and
detail the implementation of the opaque detector and the
neutrino sources in GLoBES in Section IV. We present
a discussion on the applications of the opaque detector
technique in the CP violation and light sterile neutrino
searches in Section V. We summarize our findings in Sec-
tion VI.
II. A COMPARISON OF OPAQUE DETECTOR
AND OTHER TECHNIQUES
Liquid scintillators have been widely used as low-
energy neutrino detectors, and their use in experiments
continues to this day. The advantages of using a trans-
parent liquid scintillator include high purity, low energy
threshold and detector homogeneity as well as flexible
handling and scalability to large volumes. Though effec-
tive, transparent liquid scintillators have several require-
ments that set limitations to their structure and size.
The main challenge involved in using a transparent liq-
uid scintillator is the inability to identify electrons from
positrons and gammas at low energies. Adequate charge-
identification can be achieved by applying a magnetic
field or loading the scintillator with a metal. The main
restrictions in loading a scintillator with heavy elements
are given by the strict requirements on the solubility,
transparency as well as the chemical stability of the scin-
tillator (see Ref. [50] for a review). In practice, the solu-
bility requirement sets an upper limit for the amount of
metal that can be loaded in the scintillator, which can
vary from 0.1% through 10% of the detector mass and
depends on the specific application. The difficulties of
loading the scintillator beyond those levels arise from dis-
solving highly polar material into nonpolar liquid, while
maintaining optical and chemical stability over the life-
time of the detector.
Abandoning the requirements for optical transparency
has immediate advantages regarding the building costs
and physics performance of the detector:
1. An opaque detector is effectively self-segmented.
This could increase the light level, thus helping with
the calorimetric precision.
2. Opaque detectors can have excellent particle identi-
fication for electrons and positrons in MeV energies
and above [51].
3. Opaque detectors can be expected to scale to larger
fiducial masses, thanks to the absence of segmen-
tation.
4. Opaque detectors can be loaded to high doses of
metals. This opens an opportunity to optimize the
scintillator composition for various applications.
5. The opaque detector can be magnetized for further
improving the particle identification.
6. The opaque detector does not need cryogenics.
In summary, neutrino detectors filled with opaque scintil-
lators can provide the imaging capabilities of a time pro-
jection chamber and the low energy threshold of a trans-
parent liquid scintillator. With the additional option for
magnetization, opaque detectors can be attractive candi-
date for accelerator-based neutrino experiments.
It should be noted that when the neutrino energies are
above the critical value Ec ∼ 100 MeV, some of the more
energetic electron and positron events lead to electromag-
netic showering [13]. Electromagnetic showers are pro-
duced when electrons and positrons are created via hard
electron-electron scattering or photon bremsstrahlung.
This could reduce the e−/e+ particle identification per-
formance both in efficiency and background rejection.
The difficulty of achieving high e−/e+ discrimination
level in electromagnetic showers has been discussed in
3e.g. Ref. [52]. In opaque scintillators, the loss from
electromagnetic showering could be at least partly mit-
igated with a magnetic field or loading the scintillator
with gadolinium.
Opaque detectors may also provide a good alternative
to large water Cherenkov detectors. A traditional water
Cherenkov detector of O(100 kton) mass scale requires
a huge tank and high photo-coverage in light collection.
Water Cherenkov detectors receive directional informa-
tion from the Cherenkov light with a good efficiency and
relatively low light yield. This information is used to re-
construct tracks created by muon neutrinos and shower
Cherenkov rings by electron neutrinos. Water Cherenkov
detectors cannot discriminate positrons from electrons
without magnetization, but in quasielastic processes par-
ticle identification can be achieved for positrons by dop-
ing the water with gadolinium. Gd-doping is also feasible
in scintillators, where even higher concentrations could
be possible. On the other hand, a typical scintillator de-
tector offers a good light yield, which is transmitted by
energy losses as neutrinos interact with detector medium.
This is the main advantage of liquid scintillators. Fur-
ther development on combining the Cherenkov and scin-
tillation signals in a single detector have been made in
e.g. the proposed THEIA [53] experiment. As the de-
tector size goes up to 100 kton and beyond, the attenua-
tion of light sets high requirements on the transparency
of the detector medium. In the LiquidO detector, this
problem is partly mitigated as the light is collected via
wavelength-shifting fibers.
One could ask why opaque scintillators should be con-
sidered for accelerator neutrino experiments. One could
in principle keep the traditional scintillator neutrino tech-
niques based on the success of Daya Bay and NOνA,
or investigate using the novel scintillator recipes to in-
corporate both scintillation and Cherenkov signals as is
done for THEIA. As experiments with longer baselines or
more powerful neutrino beams are built, the scalability
and durability of opaque detectors make them a competi-
tive choice for future experiments. Further studies on the
detector response of opaque scintillators are still needed.
III. NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS
In this section, we review the neutrino oscillation prob-
abilities relevant to the accelerator neutrino experiments
considered in this work. We discuss the potential appli-
cations in the CP violation searches in subsection III A
and in constraining active-sterile neutrino parameters in
the ∆m241 ' 1 eV2 regime in subsection III B.
In the standard three-neutrino paradigm, neutrino os-
cillations are governed by the so-called Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix [54–58], which de-
scribes the mixing with three rotation angles θ12, θ13,
θ23 and the Dirac CP phase δCP :
UPMNS = R3×3(θ23, 0)×R3×3(θ13, δCP )×R3×3(θ12, 0)
=
 1 0 00 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23
 c13 0 s13e−iδCP0 1 0
s13e
iδCP 0 c13
 c12 s12 0−s12 c12 0
0 0 1
 , (1)
where R3×3(θij , δij) is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix with the
rotation angle θij and the CP phase δij (i, j = 1, 2, 3
and δ13 ≡ δCP ), while sij and cij denote the functions
sin θij and cos θij , respectively.
The probability for the oscillation να → νβ (α, β =
e, µ, τ) to take place in vacuum is given by
P (να → νβ) =
δαβ − 4
∑
k>j Re[U
∗
αkUβkUαjU
∗
βj ] sin
2
(
∆m2kjL
4E
)
+2
∑
k>j Im[U
∗
αkUβkUαjU
∗
βj ] sin
(
∆m2kjL
2E
)
,
(2)
where Uij are the matrix elements of Eq. (1), ∆mij ≡
m2i − m2j are the so-called mass-squared differences,
whereas E is the energy of the neutrino and L is the
distance it has traveled.
In the present work, we take the values for the neu-
trino oscillation parameters from the current best-fits
that were obtained from the global neutrino oscillation
data by the NuFit collaboration [59]. The central values
TABLE I. The best-fit values and 1σ confidence level uncer-
tainties for the neutrino oscillation parameters reported by
the NuFit group [59]. The values are shown for both nor-
mal ordering (NO) and inverted ordering (IO), where ∆m23`
corresponds to ∆m231 (NO) and ∆m
2
32 (IO), respectively.
Parameter Central value ± 1σ (NO) Central value ± 1σ (IO)
θ12 (
◦) 33.820 ± 0.780 33.820 ± 0.780
θ13 (
◦) 8.600 ± 0.130 8.640 ± 0.130
θ23 (
◦) 48.600 ± 1.400 48.800 ± 1.200
δCP (
◦) 221.000 ± 39.000 282.000 ± 25.000
∆m221 (10
−5 eV2) 7.390 ± 0.210 7.390 ± 0.210
∆m23l (10
−3 eV2) 2.528 ± 0.031 -2.510 ± 0.031
and standard deviations used in our simulations are pro-
vided in Table I. Our analysis is based on the χ2 method
described in Refs. [46, 47].
4A. Searching CP violation with νµ source
One of the main goals for the next-generation of neu-
trino experiments is to search for the CP violation arising
from δCP and to determine its size. In accelerator-based
neutrino experiments, CP violation can be tested by com-
paring probabilities for νµ → νe and ν¯µ → ν¯e (both
pion and muon decay based beams) and for νe → νµ
and ν¯e → ν¯µ (only muon decay based beams).
Taking ξ ≡ ∆m221|∆m231| to be small and s
2
13 = sin
2 θ13 ∼
O(ξ), this probability can be expressed as
P (νµ → νe) = P1 + P 3
2
+O(ξ2), (3)
where the first two terms are given by
P1 =
4
(1− rA)2 s
2
23s
2
13 sin
2
(
(1− rA)∆31
2
)
, (4)
P 3
2
= 8Jr
ξ
rA(1−rA) cos
(
δCP +
∆31
2
)
sin
(
rA∆31
2
)
× sin
(
(1−rA)∆31
2
)
,
(5)
where Jr = c12 s12 c23 s23 s13, rA = ae/∆m
2
31 and ∆31 ≡
∆m231L/2E. Here ae ≡ 2
√
2EGF Ne, where GF is the
Fermi coupling constant and Ne is the electron number
density in the Earth.
As one can see from Eqs. (3–5), the Dirac CP phase
δCP appears in the order of O(ξ3/2) inside a cosine func-
tion together with ∆31/2. This function reaches its first
maximum at ∆31/2 = pi/2 and second maximum at 3pi/2,
respectively. Experiments covering either or both of these
oscillation maxima can therefore be expected to be sen-
sitive to δCP .
B. Probability with the active-sterile mixing
Another well-motivated question to be investigated at
the future experiments is the LSND-MiniBooNE anomaly
and the effect of a light sterile neutrino of O(1 eV) mass
in the neutrino oscillation probabilities. This question
is also supported by the gallium and reactor anomalies.
When a light sterile neutrino is considered, the PMNS
matrix becomes a submatrix of a 4×4 mixing matrix,
which is given by
U3+1 = R4×4(θ34, δ34)R4×4(θ24, δ24)R4×4(θ14, 0)
×R4×4(θ23, 0)R4×4(θ13, δCP)R4×4(θ12, 0), (6)
with three new mixing angles θ14, θ24, and θ34, and two
new phases δ24 and δ34. To calculate oscillation probabil-
ities, we also need to include a new mass-squared splitting
∆m241 ∼ 1 eV2.
In the following, we apply the so-called short-baseline
approximation ∆41 ≡ ∆m241L/2E  ∆31 on Eq. (2).
For measuring active-sterile mixing parameters in a near
detector, the probabilities are given by [60]
P (νµ → νµ) = 1− 4 cos2 θ14 sin2 θ24
× (1− cos2 θ14 sin2 θ24) sin2(∆m241L/4E)
(7)
and
P (νµ → νe) = sin2 2θ14 cos2 2θ24
× sin2 θ34 sin2(∆m241L/4E).
(8)
Near detectors can be optimized for the measurement
of the active-sterile mixing parameters. In a beam ex-
periment with E ∼ O(100 MeV), baseline lengths of
L ∼ O(100 m) are the most sensitive to the ∆m241 ∼
1 eV2 scale.
In the far detectors, the oscillations are dominated by
∆m231 and ∆m
2
41 ∼ O(1 eV2) are averaged out. After
taking s214 ∼ s224 ∼ s234 ∼ s213 ∼ O(ξ2) to be small, the
oscillation probabilities for νµ → νµ and νµ → νe can be
approximated as [60]
P (νµ → νµ) ≈ sin2 (∆31)
(
1− 2s224
)
+ 8sˆ223 sin
2 (∆31)
+2s24s34 cos(δ34 + δ24)∆n sin (2∆31)
−s213∆31 cos (∆31)× ((∆31 −∆e) ∆e sin(∆31)
−∆31 sin(∆31 −∆e) sin(∆e)) /(∆31 −∆e)2
(9)
and
P (νµ → νe) ≈ 1−
{
cos2(∆31)(1− 2s224) + 2s213∆31 cos(∆31)
×∆31 sin(∆31−∆e) sin(∆e)(∆31−∆e)2 + sin2(∆31)(1− s224)
−s213∆31 sin ∆31 ∆31[sin(∆31−∆e)+sin(∆e)](∆31−∆e)2
+ 12s
2
24 (3 + cos(2∆31))
}
,
(10)
where sˆ223 = sin
2 θ23 − 1/
√
2, ∆e(n) ≡ ae(n)L/4E and
an ≡ 2
√
2EGF Nn, whereby Nn is the neutron number
density in the Earth.
As was pointed out in Ref. [60], a resonance takes place
in Eqs. (9) and (10) when ∆m241 ∼ ∆m231. In principle,
far detectors with L ∼ O(100 km) are suitable for mea-
suring the sterile mixing angles. However, it is unavoid-
able that the new angles θ24 and θ34 will hinder their
measurement [34]. The presence of the sterile phases
could also reduce the sensitivity to discover CP viola-
tion [35–37].
IV. IMPLEMENTATION IN GLOBES
In this work, we study the prospects and requirements
of sending a neutrino/antineutrino beam from an accel-
erator facility to a detector employing the LiquidO tech-
nique. We focus on the energy range relevant to medium
and long-baseline experiments, Eν,ν¯ ∼ O(100 MeV),
where neutrinos and antineutrinos interact with the scin-
tillator predominantly via quasi-elastic scattering. We
obtain our results using the General Long-baseline Ex-
periment Simulator (GLoBES) [46, 47].
5TABLE II. Details for the experimental parameters in the
J-PARC and MOMENT beam facilities in our simulation.
Facility J-PARC MOMENT
Source location Japan China
Production mechanism pion decay muon decay
Expected beam power 1.3 MW 15 MW
Expected energy range 0...1.2 GeV 0...800 MeV
Baseline length 295 km 150 km
Operational time 2.5+7.5 years 5+5 years
TABLE III. Properties of the opaque detector assumed in the
simulation. Unless otherwise stated, the detector has 187 kton
fiducial mass and an energy range divided into 20 equisized
bins. Here σe corresponds to the Gaussian width of the energy
resolution function.
Event type e-like µ-like
Detection efficiencies 50% 80%
Energy threshold 10 MeV 100 MeV
σe = β
√
E β = 10% β = 5%
We consider two different neutrino beams as the
source, one based on the pion decay and the other on the
muon decay. For the pion-decay-based neutrino beam, we
simulate the JHF beam from the J-PARC facility [48],
which will operate at 1.3 MW proton beam power af-
ter its next upgrade [17]. The JHF beam is currently
proposed to be used in the T2HK experiment, which in-
cludes a water Cherenkov detector in its configuration.
As for the muon decay based neutrino beam, we consider
the MOMENT facility [49] with its 15 MW proton beam
power. The properties of the neutrino beams are summa-
rized in Table II. We assume these beam configurations
in our simulations throughout this work, unless otherwise
stated.
Regarding the implementation of the far detector, we
assume a large opaque detector with the fiducial masses
of 50 kton...500 kton. In the case of the J-PARC beam
facility, we assume the detector to be placed at 295 km
with 2.5◦ off-axis angle, which corresponds to the config-
uration where the JHF beam reaches the first oscillation
maximum. In the case of MOMENT, the opaque detec-
tor is taken to be 150 km from the beam facility, fac-
ing the neutrino/antineutrino beam on-axis. We assume
both configurations to operate 10 years in total, which is
divided in 1:3 and 1:1 ratios in order to provide similar
rates for neutrino and antineutrino events from J-PARC
and MOMENT beams, respectively.
As the detector response of the opaque detectors is still
under active investigation, we simulate the opaque detec-
tor following the example set by the NOνA far detector,
which is based on a 14 kton segmented liquid scintillator.
To account for the improvements that can be introduced
using an opaque detector, we assume a 80% detection
efficiency for muonlike events and 50% efficiency for elec-
tronlike events 1. The energy of each recorded event is
smeared according to their incident energy E and a Gaus-
sian energy resolution function, which is defined by the
width function σe = β
√
E. In a liquid scintillator, the
energy resolution is generally given as β = 10% for elec-
tronlike events and 5% for muonlike events, respectively.
The details concerning the detector simulation are sum-
marized in Table III.
Thanks to their improved imaging capabilities, opaque
detectors can help to constrain the number of background
events in both pion- and muon-decay-based neutrino ex-
periments. In Table IV, we list the signal and back-
ground components that are used in the pion-decay and
muon-decay-based neutrino beam configurations when
the far detector adopts the opaque detection principles.
In the JHF beam generated in J-PARC, the background
to the νµ and ν¯µ beams consists of the intrinsic beam
background, flavor misidentification and neutral current
events, of which the beam background is irreducible.
MOMENT on the other hand produces neutrinos and
antineutrinos in νeν¯µ and ν¯eνµ pairs, which have negli-
gible beam-related backgrounds. Instead, it accumulates
background events from charge misidentifications, atmo-
spheric neutrino backgrounds and neutral current events.
We consider the atmospheric neutrino background com-
ponent to be irreducible. The difference between the
events in νe → νe and ν¯e → ν¯e arises from the convo-
luted effect of the differences in the neutrino fluxes, cross
sections and oscillations.
We adopt the following treatment of the background
events in our baseline simulation. The efficiencies and
the composition of the beam-related backgrounds in J-
PARC are obtained from Refs. [62, 63]. We assume the
J-PARC configuration to acquire 88% suppression rate
for the beam-related backgrounds, 0.04% acceptance for
flavour misidentifications and (0.37%) 0.15% acceptance
for (ν¯e) νe, νµ and neutral currents. MOMENT gains
backgrounds from charge misidentifications and neutral
currents with acceptance rates of 0.3% and 0.25%, re-
spectively. For more information about the background
composition in MOMENT, see Refs. [49, 64–66].
The number of signal events corresponding to να → νβ
(α, β = e, µ, τ) oscillations in our simulations can be
calculated as
1 It has been suggested that in the LiquidO detector the efficiencies
can be as high as 100% for both e and µ-like events [61]. In our
simulations, we maintain the conservative choices of 50% and
80%, respectively.
6TABLE IV. Summary of the signal and background channels that have been assumed for the opaque detector as far detector.
The background composes of the beam-related impurities and neutral currents in T2HK–like experiments, whereas MOMENT–
like experiments get background from charge-misidentification, neutral currents and atmospheric neutrinos. The last two
columns show the total number of signal and background events in a 100 kton opaque detector. The opaque detector is
assumed to have 50% efficiency for electronlike events and 80% for muonlike events and 10 years of beam exposure.
Neutrino source Signal Background Signal events Background events
J-PARC
νµ → νe νµ → νµ CC, νe → νe CC, νµ NC 523 25
νµ → νµ νµ NC 3721 14
ν¯µ → ν¯e ν¯µ → ν¯µ CC, ν¯µ NC 285 40
ν¯µ → ν¯µ ν¯µ NC 3265 12
MOMENT
ν¯µ → ν¯e νe → νe CC, ν¯µ NC, νe NC, atmospheric 36 41
ν¯µ → ν¯µ νe → νµ CC, ν¯µ NC, νe NC, atmospheric 576 24
νe → νe ν¯µ → ν¯e CC, ν¯µ NC, νe NC, atmospheric 3093 23
νe → νµ ν¯µ → ν¯µ CC, ν¯µ NC, νe NC, atmospheric 187 25
ν¯e → ν¯e νµ → νe CC, ν¯e NC, νµ NC, atmospheric 480 16
ν¯e → ν¯µ νµ → νµ CC, ν¯e NC, νµ NC, atmospheric 33 18
νµ → νµ ν¯e → ν¯µ CC, ν¯e NC, νµ NC, atmospheric 759 15
νµ → νe ν¯e → ν¯e CC, ν¯e NC, νµ NC, atmospheric 93 18
Ni = T Nnucl 
∫ Emax
Emin
∫ E′max
E
′
min
dE dE′ φ(E)σ(E)R(E,E′)Pνα→νβ (E), (11)
where i is the number of the energy bin, T is the total
runtime of the experiment and Nnucl is the number of tar-
get nucleons in the detector. The detection efficiency for
the final state neutrino νβ is denoted with . The integra-
tion is done over the true and reconstructed energies E
and E′, and the neutrino/antineutrino fluxes, cross sec-
tions and energy resolution are provided in φ(E), σ(E)
and R(E,E′), respectively. The oscillation probability
for να → νβ is included in Pνα→νβ (E).
To quantify the background reduction in the opaque
detector, we calculate the signal-to-background ratio for
both neutrino sources as the ratio of signal and back-
ground events. When the beam is created in the J-
PARC facility, the ratio is determined from signal and
background events from the νµ → νe channel, whereas
for the MOMENT beam it is calculated from the events
of the νe → νµ channel. We fix the number of signal
events in the far detector, whilst the background is sup-
pressed to reach the desired signal-to-background ratio.
The background suppression is applied to all background
components except for the irreducible part. In a 100 kton
opaque detector, for example, we fix the number of signal
events at 523 and 187 for the beams from J-PARC and
MOMENT, respectively, while assuming 50% efficiency
for e-like events. In detectors of other sizes the signal
events scale according to the fiducial mass.
We assume 2.5% and 5% systematic uncertainties on
the e-like and µ-like signal events, respectively, and 5%
systematic uncertainties on all background events when
the MOMENT beam is in use. As far as J-PARC is con-
cerned, we take the systematic uncertainties to be 5%
for all signal and background events. The prior func-
tion takes the values of the standard neutrino oscillation
parameters from Table I.
The improved particle identification capabilities and
the low energy threshold of the opaque detector technique
lead into enhanced statistics in the low energy spectrum.
The absence of segmentation could also allow larger fidu-
cial masses compared to transparent liquid scintillators.
In our simulation, we study the effects of detection effi-
ciency and energy threshold on the e-like events as well as
background suppression and fiducial mass on the physics
prospects of the considered experiments. Our aim is to
find the minimum requirements for the opaque detector
technology to reach the sensitivity targets. We also check
the effect of energy resolution on the results. The effi-
ciencies are taken into account through parameter  in
Eq. (11).
7V. PHYSICS PROSPECTS AND DETECTOR
REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we discuss the prospects and require-
ments of using a large-scale opaque detector in estab-
lishing CP violation in accelerator neutrino experiments,
and in constraining the active-sterile mixing parameters
in the 3+1 model by using a near detector containing
opaque scintillator. We present the sensitivities for the
CP violation discovery using beams from the MOMENT
and J-PARC facilities and find the exclusion limits for the
parameters describing the active-sterile neutrino mixing.
We obtain the minimum requirements for the relevant
detector parameters to reach the expected CP violation
sensitivities of T2HK and to exclude the parameter val-
ues currently allowed by the gallium and reactor neutrino
anomalies within 2σ confidence level.
A. Sensitivity to CPV discovery
One of the most important missions of the next-
generation accelerator neutrino experiments is to estab-
lish CP violation in the leptonic sector and measure the
value of the Dirac CP phase δCP . The typical challenge
in measuring δCP arises from the need to collect suffi-
cient number of events from both neutrino and antineu-
trino channels. In a pion-decay-based neutrino beam
experiment, the sensitivity to CP violation discovery is
mainly acquired from νµ → νe and ν¯µ → ν¯e channels,
which place importance on the reconstruction of electron
and positron events and on the background suppression.
In this subsection, we investigate whether the advanced
particle identification capabilities in the opaque detector
could improve the sensitivity to CP violation.
In this subsection, we aim to determine the minimum
requirements for the detector parameters to reach the
desired sensitivity in CP violation discovery using muon-
and pion-decay-based neutrino beams from J-PARC and
MOMENT. To provide a meaningful comparison and sen-
sitivity target for our study, we calculate the expected
sensitivities for the T2HK experiment assuming a sin-
gle 187 kton water Cherenkov detector. We use simula-
tion files provided on the GLoBES website [67] (see also
Refs. [48, 68, 69]). The beam power, detector mass and
running times are updated to match the current state
of the T2HK proposal, featuring 1.3 MW beam power,
187 kton WC detector and 2.5 + 7.5 years of running
time. The energy threshold is set at 0.4 GeV. With this
setup, our results show that CP violation discovery can
be reached in T2HK at 3σ C.L. or higher significance
for 75.6% of the theoretically allowed δCP values. In the
same time, a discovery can be reached at 4.7σ C.L. sig-
nificance if the true value is δCP = 270
◦.
We have calculated the CPV discovery potential simu-
lating an opaque detector of various sizes and properties
with muon-decay- and pion-decay-based based beam se-
tups. The χ2 fitting has been done by marginalizing over
all oscillation parameters except for δCP . We selected
the detector parameter values that allow to establish CP
violation for 75.6% of δCP and at 4.7σ C.L. significance
for δCP = 270
◦ in the considered experiment setup. The
results are presented in Figures 1 and 2.
In Figure 1, we present the minimum values for the de-
tector efficiencies as function of the fiducial mass of the
detector. The efficiencies are imposed on the electron-
like events. In both panels, the detector efficiencies and
fiducial masses required to reach the CP violation sen-
sitivity in the pion-decay-based and muon-decay-based
beam setups are indicated by solid and dashed curves,
respectively. The fiducial mass and efficiency correspond-
ing to the T2HK configuration, that is 187 kton and
50.498%, are illustrated with the black dot in this map-
ping. Figure 2 on the other hand shows the requirements
for the background suppression to reach the target sen-
sitivity. The result is expressed in terms of the signal-
to-background ratio and it is presented as function of
detector mass. We estimated the signal-to-background
ratio to be approximately 3.70 in the νµ → νe channel in
the simulated T2HK setup.
One notable advantage of the opaque scintillators with
respect to the transparent ones is the low energy thresh-
old. We examined whether the energy threshold has any
relevance in the CP violation search. To do this, the
CP fraction and statistical significance of the J-PARC
and MOMENT configurations were re-calculated with in-
flated energy threshold values, varying the corresponding
detector parameter between 10 MeV and 100 MeV. The
energy resolution function was also varied, assuming dif-
ferent values for the Gaussian width σe. We considered
energy resolutions between 5% and 20%.
Basing on our simulation results, we find both the im-
proved detector efficiency and background suppression
to influence the prospects for CP violation, whereas the
low-energy threshold leads to no significant improvement.
The effect of energy resolution has similarly little rele-
vance on the physics reach. The minimum requirement
for the detector efficiency in electronlike events relaxes as
larger detector masses are considered. The correlation is
not linear, though, and the detector efficiency has more
importance in the CP violation discovery when the effi-
ciency is less than 75%. We observe similar behaviour in
the role of background suppression, as the requirement
on the signal-to-background ratio relaxes faster for lower
fiducial masses, and it becomes more relevant when its
value is below 10.
An interesting question about the opaque detector
technology is whether it could be useful in the T2HK
experiment itself. If the purified water of the water
Cherenkov detector were to be replaced with an opaque
medium equivalent to 187 kton fiducial mass, the corre-
sponding CPV coverage at 3σ C.L. and significance at
δCP = 270
◦ would be 74.3% and 4.9σ C.L. with 50%
efficiency for e-like events, respectively. Increasing the
efficiency to 70% would raise the CP violation sensitivity
to 77.1% coverage at 3σ C.L. and 5.3σ C.L. significance
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FIG. 1. CP discovery potential in an accelerator neutrino experiment using muon- and pion-decay beams and an opaque
detector. Left: the detector masses and efficiencies for which the CP-conserving values δCP = 0
◦, 180◦ can be ruled out at 3σ
confidence level (C.L.) or better for 75.6% of the δCP values. Right: the masses and efficiencies required to reach 4.7σ C.L.
statistical significance for CP violation discovery when the true value is δCP = 270
◦. The approximate position of T2HK in
this map is indicated with a black dot.
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523 and 187 per 100 kton in pion- and muon-decay beams, respectively. The results are shown for signal-to-background ratios
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9at δCP = 270
◦. Replacing the water with an equivalent
mass of opaque scintillator could therefore improve the
prospects for CP violation discovery in T2HK, though
the gain would be modest. One would therefore have to
consider larger fiducial masses for the opaque detector to
significantly improve the sensitivity to CP violation.
We conclude this subsection with a brief remark on
the probable size of an opaque detector. As one can
see from Figures 1 and 2, the suitable detector size to
study CP violation depends on both the detection effi-
ciency for electron-like events and the estimated signal-
to-background ratio. In order to reach 3σ C.L. sensitivity
for at least 75.6% of δCP values, the fiducial mass of the
opaque detector needs to be about 120 kton and 130 kton
for pion and muon beams, when the optimistic value of
70% efficiency is assumed for electron-like events. For a
more conservative assumption of 50% efficiency, the re-
quired detector masses would be about 190 kton and 220
kton, respectively. The desirable detector mass is there-
fore about 120–220 kton, which may be feasible for an
opaque detector.
B. Sensitivity to active-sterile neutrino mixing
In the so-called short-baseline anomaly, a significant
departure from the standard three-neutrino oscillation
picture have been observed. The reported excess of
electron-like events reported in the experiments can be
explained with the oscillations of three active neutri-
nos and one sterile neutrino corresponding to the mass-
squared difference ∆m241 ' 1 eV2. Similar anomalies
have also been noted in gallium and reactor experiments.
Although the results have been revisited in numerous ac-
counts, none has been able to confirm or refute the sterile
neutrino hypothesis. It is left to the future neutrino oscil-
lation experiments to check whether the observed excess
indeed arises from active-sterine neutrino oscillations.
In this subsection, we study the effect of the selected
detector parameters in the light sterile neutrino sensitiv-
ities. We calculate the expected sensitivity of the pro-
posed nuSTORM experiment to provide a comparison
and sensitivity target for our simulation study. We finally
compare these sensitivities to determine the minimum re-
quirements for the detector parameters. We examine the
sensitivity to the 3+1–neutrino model in muon- and pion-
beam experiments, while assuming a 187 kton opaque
detector as the far detector. To optimize the experimen-
tal setup to look for active-sterile neutrino oscillations of
∆m241 ' 1 eV2, a near detector of variable mass is as-
sumed. In our simulation, the near detectors are placed
at 250 m distance from the J-PARC and MOMENT fa-
cilities, respectively. The chosen baseline length corre-
sponds approximately to the conditions where the first
oscillation maximum occurs in the νµ → νs channel for
∆m241 ' 1 eV2 in J-PARC and MOMENT configurations,
where νs is the sterile neutrino.
We compare the opaque detector performance with
the present experimental constraints on the sterile neu-
trino mixing as well as with the expected sensitivities
of the nuSTORM experiment [32, 33]. NuSTORM is
a next-generation short-baseline muon-decay-based neu-
trino oscillation experiment which has been proposed to
search for signatures of sterile neutrinos in the LSND-
MiniBooNE anomaly region. The experiment design in-
cludes a beamline with 100 kW power and a far detector
that is placed at 2 km from the source. The beamline
creates electron neutrinos and muon antineutrinos via
the µ+ decay. The 1.3 kton far detector is based on the
magnetized iron technology. We simulate the nuSTORM
experiment by taking the neutrino fluxes and cross sec-
tions from Ref. [32], whereas the efficiencies and system-
atic uncertainties are adopted from Ref. [33]. The energy
resolution function is taken to be σe = 0.15E. The ex-
periment is assumed to run in µ+ mode for five years.
Figure 3 presents the exclusion limits on ∆m241 and
sin2 2θ14 as well as for sin
2 2θ14 and sin
2 θ24, where θ14
and θ24 are mixing angles characterizing the mixing ac-
tive and sterile states. The χ2 fitting has been done by
marginalizing the χ2 function over all parameters except
for the ones shown in the axis labels. In the left panel of
the figure, the parameter values to the right of the con-
tours are excluded for ∆m241 and sin
2 2θ14 by 90% C.L.
if the MOMENT and J-PARC beams are used together
with opaque detectors. The lower part of the curve is due
to the 187 kton far detector, while the upper part arises
from the presence of the 1 kton near detector. For com-
parison, the parameter values allowed by the gallium and
reactor anomalies within 2σ C.L. [20, 21] are shown with
the blue and light blue areas. We also plotted the 90%
CLs limits obtained from the Daya Bay and Bugey-3 ex-
periments [70]. The excluded region is indicated with the
yellow color. In the right panel of Figure 3, we show the
exclusion contours at 90% C.L. for sin2 2θ14 and sin
2 2θ24,
while ∆m241 ∼ 1 eV2. In this region sensitivity is ac-
quired almost entirely from the near detector. In both
panels, we provide the sensitivities for the nuSTORM ex-
periment, for which the exclusion limit is shown for 90%
C.L. with the solid red curve. While the confidence levels
are calculated with the frequentist method, CLs statistics
is defined in [70].
It is observed from Figure 3 that both in ∆m241 −
sin2 2θ14 and sin
2 2θ14 − sin2 2θ24 panels the MOMENT
beam proves to be more sensitive to the sterile neutrino
parameters than the beam simulated for J-PARC. This
behavior is in contrast to the results we obtained for
the CP violation discovery, where J-PARC is superior.
Both beam configurations are sufficient to reach the nuS-
TORM sensitivities and to exclude large portions of the
parameter values that are currently allowed by the gal-
lium and reactor anomalies at 2σ confidence level. We
note that the projected sensitivities from nuSTORM can
be reached on the sin2 2θ14 − ∆m241 plane with the J-
PARC and MOMENT configurations where an opaque
detector of about 20 tonnes is used as the near detec-
tor. In a similar manner, we observe that the parameter
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FIG. 3. The exclusion limits for sin2 2θ14 and ∆m
2
41 (left) and for sin
2 2θ14 and sin
2 2θ24 (right) at 90% confidence level (C.L.)
when muon and pion decay based neutrino beams are aimed at a 187 kton far detector and 1 kton near detector, both using the
opaque detector technique. The near detectors are placed at 250 m from the sources. For comparison, the yellow area shows
the excluded regions at 90% CLs for the Daya Bay and Bugey-3 reactor neutrino experiments [70], whereas the red curves
show the expected sensitivities for nuSTORM at 90% C.L. The regions allowed by the gallium and reactor anomalies at 2σ
C.L. [20, 21] are shown by the blue and light blue areas, respectively.
values currently allowed by the gallium anomaly within
2σ C.L. can be excluded by at least 90% C.L. with the
fiducial mass of about 10 tonnes. The reactor anomaly
on the other hand cannot be completely excluded. The
results are obtained for ∆m241 ' 1 eV2.
The upper limits on sin2 2θ14 and sin
2 θ24 have recently
been analysed using data from the Daya Bay, Bugey-
3, MINOS and MINOS+ experiments [70]. The Daya
Bay data used in the analysis is collected from 1230 days
of data taking. The report sets the current bounds to
sin2 2θ14 . 5×10−2 and sin2 θ24 . 6×10−3 for ∆m241 '
1 eV2 at 90% CLs, placing the most stringent limits on
the active-sterile neutrino parameters. Our results in Fig-
ure 3 show that a similar sensitivity can be reached us-
ing a 1 kton opaque detector in the J-PARC setup as a
near detector, whereas MOMENT could provide higher
sensitivities. We can therefore conclude that a near de-
tector of at least 1 kton fiducial mass could improve the
present bound on sin2 2θ14, whereas the current bound
on sin2 θ24, which corresponds to sin
2 2θ24 . 2.4×10−2
at 90% C.L., is beyond reach.
We also studied the effect of changing the signal-to-
background ratio and energy resolution in the results
presented in Figure 3. We conclude that these param-
eters have negligible effects on the exclusion limits in the
studied configuration.
The presence of the light sterile neutrino can under-
mine accelerator neutrino experiments in their mission
to discover CP violation in the leptonic sector. It has
been shown that the inclusion of a light sterile neutrino
can significantly hinder the discovery potential to CP vi-
olation. In the following, we study its effect on the ex-
perimental configurations considered in this work.
We investigated whether the light sterile neutrino of
∆m241 ∼ O(1 eV2) can induce significant loss in the sen-
sitivity to CP violation discovery, and if opaque detec-
tors could help to recover the sensitivity. To do this, we
calculated the CP violation discovery potential as a func-
tion of δCP values both in the three-neutrino paradigm
and in the 3+1 scenario, where a sterile neutrino corre-
sponding to θ14 = 7
◦, θ24 = 9◦, θ34 = 0◦ and ∆m241 =
1 eV2 is assumed in the model. The χ2 fitting is done
by marginalizing over all parameters except for δCP , θ34,
δ24 and δ34. The results are presented in Figure 4, where
the sensitivities to the CP violation are shown for both
water Cherenkov and opaque detector setups.
As can be seen in Figure 4, the presence of the active-
sterile oscillation parameters θ14, θ24 and ∆m
2
41 causes a
remarkable drop in the CP violation discovery potential.
When a 187 kton far detector based on water Cherenkov
technique is assumed without a near detector, the sensi-
tivity at δCP = 270
◦ drops from 4.9σ to 4.3σ confidence
level for J-PARC and from 4.8σ to 4.5σ for MOMENT,
respectively. Replacing the water Cherenkov vessel with
an opaque detector of 70% efficiency and equivalent mass
improves the sensitivity at δCP = 270
◦ from the wa-
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.
ter Cherenkov limits to 5.0σ and 5.4σ C.L. in the 3+1
model, restoring the lost sensitivity and even improving
it beyond the 3+0 model limits in both J-PARC and
MOMENT setups.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the prospects and requirements of us-
ing an opaque detector in accelerator neutrino experi-
ments, outlining its potential in neutrino beams produced
via pion and muon decays. Using the future J-PARC and
MOMENT beam facilities as examples of both neutrino
production techniques, we identified the detector proper-
ties where the opaque detector technology could provide
an advantage. We then examined whether or not these
properties have effects on the CP violation and sterile
neutrino sensitivities. We discovered that the opaque
detector could enhance the physics reach in such experi-
ments through its improved particle identification capa-
bilities, but not through its low energy threshold.
After identifying the strengths of the opaque detector
technology, we determined the minimum requirements for
the J-PARC and MOMENT beam experiments to reach
their target sensitivities with an opaque detector. For the
CP violation search, we compared the sensitivities with
the future T2HK experiment, while the sterile neutrino
sensitivities were compared with the recently proposed
nuSTORM experiment. We found that for an opaque
detector of 187 kton fiducial mass, the minimum require-
ments to reach the CP violation sensitivities for the elec-
tronlike efficiency are 46% and 51% for the J-PARC and
MOMENT configurations, whereas the requirements for
the signal-to-background ratios are 20 and 5, respectively.
In our baseline simulation of MOMENT and J-PARC, we
assumed 50% efficiencies for electron-like events. The es-
timated signal-to-background ratios with the 187 kton
far detectors are about 20 and 7 with the opaque detec-
tor technology, where the simulations assuming the stan-
dard water Cherenkov detector involved ratios of 4 and
5, respectively. We also remark that a near detector of
about 20 tonnes fiducial mass and 250 m baseline is ad-
equate to reach the nuSTORM sensitivities and exclude
the parameter values allowed by 2σ C.L. in the gallium
anomaly.
Finally, we studied whether an opaque detector could
also improve the sensitivity to CP violation in presence of
the sterile neutrino. We found that using a 1 kton near
detector and 187 kton far detector improves the sensi-
tivities from the corresponding water Cherenkov setup.
When the opaque detectors are used, the statistical sig-
nificance increases from 4.3σ to 5.0σ confidence level for
J-PARC and from 4.5σ to 5.4σ for MOMENT, respec-
tively, when δCP = 270
◦ and the 3+1 model are assumed.
Altogether, we have found the opaque detector an
attractive detector candidate for accelerator-based neu-
trino experiments. Although neutrino energies above
100 MeV and below 1 GeV are a very challenging regime
to the LiquidO technique, opaque detectors could offer
a way to reach CP violation sensitivities much higher
than those of water Cherenkov detectors, if an ade-
quate interplay of detector mass, efficiency and signal-to-
background ratio is achieved. Such a configuration could
become feasible by using Gd-doping in opaque scintilla-
tor, which is known to be much easier to load than water.
One could also consider using other detector technolo-
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gies for these experiments. However, the scalability and
adaptability make the opaque scintillator a competitive
choice. The far detectors in accelerator neutrino exper-
iments ask for a large size and long durability, which
give opaque scintillators an advantage over transparent
scintillators. A dedicated study on the detector response
is needed for the opaque detectors, though. Our con-
clusions should encourage the opaque detector working
groups to press forward with the development of the tech-
nique.
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